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Using Your Heart in a Time of
Confusion

This is the time when your mind collaborates with your heart. It is a time at
first, of confusion, like you were lost in a deep forest you wander the trails
of earlier adventures but you do not follow those trails for long. There is a

moment of brilliant light shining through the highest branches of your
creativity. Through the forest is a tiny pass illumined and strong before
you. You begin to run down this path with great joy and exhilaration.
You have found your way home!

Inside your spirit whether you are depressed, frightened or confused,you
know that you are attracting what you need. In other words, fear or any
negativity, is coming from your own ego mind and is only meant to distract
you. Bring your thoughts out of your mind and into your heart to find the
balance in your life. Keep your eye on the light and never stray from your
inner most truths. You know what that is and don't tell me that you don't.

You are gathering the blossoms from the seeds you have sown. In this
lock-down, you can find your bliss it is possible. If anything is distracting
you from it - meaning your bliss - write it down because it is truly part of
your ego mind. The ego mind is the conditioned part of your brain from
early life. Meditate on it and eradicate your doubts from your life. Make a
choice. Keep defining your dream carefully and exactly, write these things
in your dream journal. I know that this is a very confusing time. Be patient
with yourself as new energies surround you. Describe these energies
to yourself, they are most likely female energies. When you go out into the
world with all of your daily routines, you most likely are using the more
aggressive male energy - your male shield. Now that you are in lock-down
the receptive energy is female. Maybe you can get better acquainted with
that frequency. Perhaps this is one of the big teachings of this period
of time!
Stay healthy and beautiful as you. Blessings and spirit to all of you with my
deepest love,

PS. If you having stressful issues or difficulty at this time, please feel free
to have a session with me. I am available in a one-on-one private session
to help in healing your mind and heart. Private Session with Lynn Andrews

Visit Lynn's FACEBOOK!

August FREE Gift Meditation
from Lynn Andrews

FREE Gift from Lynn!
Each Month Lynn has been offering a FREE Meditation to help you
through stressful times. Click on the button below to go to Lynn's Website
for your August FREE Gift. This months Gift is especially tied with Lynn's
message above. Note: When you check out, you will automatically be
given the free discount.

Act of Power
FREE Gift Meditation

SAVE THE DATE!
September 12, 2020

All Day Webinar with Lynn Andrews!
'RETURN TO WHOLENESS'
More Details coming later!

E-Gift Cards
from Lynn Andrews

Can't get to a store? Need a gift for someone special? Lynn has eGift
Cards available to use on her store or for payments for schools and
events.

Learn More!
eGift Card

Lynn Andrews'
Shaman Mystery School

Take advantage of the Pre-Registration program benefits
today!

PRE-REGISTRATION IS OPEN
Study with Lynn Andrews!
See what the Mystery School has to offer YOU.

PRE-REGISTER Today!

Kindred Spirits Gathering Event
Open ONLY to ALL Graduates of the Lynn Andrews The
Shaman Mystery School.
Rescheduled to NOV 1-4, 2020 in Santa Fe

Kindred Spirits Event

Writing Spirit, The School

Find Your Voice in 2020!
Join us in my Writing Spirit, The School!

ENROLL TODAY!

Have you ever dreamed of becoming a writer? Is there a Story inside you
wanting to be born? Discover the book within You!

Writing Spirit, The School

Kindred Spirit Radio Show

With Host Lynn Andrews
On HealthyLife.net Internet Radio

August 25, 2020
Tuesday
9:00 – 10:00 a.m. (Pacific Time)
Lynn’s guest: Sarah Mane
Listen Live or Later on the Podcast link below.

Kindred Spirit Radio Show

In 1971 at the age of ten, she began on her own spiritual journey. She was
also introduced to mantra meditation and other spiritual disciplines and
techniques. By thirteen she was studying Sanskrit and in her early twenties
she was teaching practical self-awareness, philosophy, meditation and
Sanskrit to both children and adults.
A few years ago, seeing the crying need in the world, she was inspired to
take all she has learned and reformulate it into a simple, enjoyable and
practical program of Conscious Confidence.

“One interesting aspect of these changing times is how many of us are
questioning the traditions of the past. These traditions and values provided
certainty, confidence and consistency to many generations. They had an
important and stabilizing function in our lives and our society. However,
they are now running out of energy and momentum. Their relevance is
under question resulting in a lack of faith in our institutions and in
ourselves.”
– Excerpt from Sarah Mane Introduction, 'Conscious Confidence'
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